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Summary of the paper and the project 

In the paper "On the Use of Weyiqtol in the Documents from Qumran", I discuss the different types of usage 

of weyiqtol (i.e. "unconverted" waw plus yiqtol as opposed to "converted" wayyiqtol) in the various corpora of 

ancient Hebrew texts and the possible connections between the use of this form and the date of writing of the 

texts. In the type of Hebrew that can be designated Classical Hebrew, weyiqtol most often expresses explicit 

volition, though there are cases where this does not seem to be the case. Joosten has argued that most of such 

instances occurring in what he considers the core books of (presumably early) Classical Biblical Hebrew are 

suspect in different ways, while a substantial number of assured occurrences of non-volitive weyiqtol are found 

in so-called Late Biblical Hebrew.  

After an introduction to the origin of weyiqtol and its place in the Hebrew verbal system, I argue that the sup-

posedly clear-cut distinction between the use of weyiqtol in CBH and LBH is not reflected in the material. 

There are many problematic cases in what is usually referred to as CBH (in addition to the few noted by 

Joosten), while many of the apparently non-volitive cases in so-called LBH might be interpreted in a way that 

fits the classical usage better. Furthermore, there are supposedly late texts with no cases of non-volitive 

weyiqtol. Following the treatment of the biblical material, I turn to a discussion of several documents from 

Qumran, which must all be assumed to be later than the books in the LBH corpus. These texts clearly illustrate 

the same phenomenon – the lack of any necessary connection between the date of writing and specific linguistic 

traits. On the one hand, some documents follow classical usage, showing the same low degree of unclassical 

interference as the CBH texts. On the other hand, some documents have many weyiqtols, many of which are 

probably non-volitive and employed in seemingly indiscriminate interchange with weqatal. The most likely 

candidate for the latter category (11QT) is presumably older than the major "sectarian" works, which generally 

exhibit a much more classical use of the forms. It seems clear that for the long period in which Hebrew in its 

classical form was in use as a learned, religious language, the date of composition of a text was not the only 

determining factor in the observable linguistic variation. In addition, in texts that have been transmitted by 

scribes, such phenomena as scribal additions, corrections, corruptions, etc. call into question the attempts at 

correlating linguistic traits and date of origin. A major problem, noted throughout the paper, is the high degree 

of subjectivity in the interpretation of the meaning of a form such as weyiqtol. 

Parts of the present paper will feature in different chapters of the dissertation on the Hebrew verbal system that 

I am currently working on. So far, according to plan, the content of the dissertation will be the following:  

An overview of the history of research on the Hebrew verbal system. 

An introduction to the categories of tense, aspect, and modality. 
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A detailed critical examination of recent scholarship claiming to solve the problem of the basic character of 

the verbal system using methods such as statistics or linguistic typology. 

A description of the verbal system of Classical Hebrew as a system of relative tense, including a critical dis-

cussion of the aspectual and modal interpretations of the system. I argue that relative tense is the category best 

fit to describe the semantics of the verbal forms at all the developmental stages of Hebrew attested in the main 

corpora (the ancient inscriptions, the Old Testament, the Qumran documents, the documents from the Bar 

Kokhba period, and the rabbinic literature). 

A description of the origins of the so-called consecutive system (the forms wayyiqtol and weqataltí and their 

interchange with qatal and yiqtol), and an attempt to explain the eventual demise of this system. 

Two case studies in the verbal system as attested in Qumran (the use of unclassical anterior weqatal and the 

use of weyiqtol), as well as an examination of the variants attested in the biblical Qumran manuscripts per-

taining to the evolution of the verbal system. 

 

 

 


